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iNtroductioN

ImprovINg TeACher effeCTIveNess Is hIgh oN The lIsT of mosT eduCATIoN reformers IN New 
mexICo, As IT Is NATIoNAlly. effeCTIve TeAChINg IN The elemeNTAry yeArs Is of vITAl ImporTANCe 
To eNsure NoT oNly ThAT ChIldreN mAsTer fuNdAmeNTAl skIlls, buT ThAT performANCe gAps 
NArrow rATher ThAN wIdeN beyoNd repAIr. we Now kNow ThAT dIsAdvANTAged sTudeNTs CAN 
CATCh up ACAdemICAlly wITh TheIr more AdvANTAged peers If They hAve greAT elemeNTAry 
TeAChers severAl yeArs IN A row. 

It is for these reasons that the National Council on Teacher Quality (NCTQ), a non-partisan research 
and advocacy group dedicated to the systemic reform of the teaching profession, evaluates the adequacy 
of preparation provided by undergraduate education schools. These programs produce 70 percent of 
our nation’s teachers. We think it is crucial to focus specifically on the quality of preparation of future 
elementary teachers in the core subjects of reading and mathematics. 

Teacher preparation programs, or “ed schools” as they are more commonly known, do not now, nor 
have they ever, enjoyed a particularly positive reputation. Further, there is a growing body of research 
demonstrating that teacher preparation does not matter all that much and that a teacher with very little 
training can be as effective as a teacher who has had a lot of preparation. As a result, many education 
reformers are proposing that the solution to achieving better teacher quality is simply to attract more 
talented people into teaching, given that their preparation does not really matter. 

In some significant ways, we respectfully disagree. NCTQ is deeply committed to high-quality formal 
teacher preparation, but, importantly, we are not defenders of the status quo. We also do not believe that 
it is a realistic strategy to fuel a profession with three million members nationally by only attracting more 
elite students. Yes, we need to be much more selective about who gets into teaching, and we strenu-
ously advocate for that goal. But even smart people can become better teachers, particularly of young 
children, if they are provided with purposeful and systematic preparation. 

NCTQ has issued two national reports on the reading and mathematics preparation of elementary 
teachers in undergraduate education schools. The first, What Education Schools Aren’t Teaching about Read-
ing and What Elementary Teachers Aren’t Learning was released in May 2006.1 The second, No Common De-
nominator: The Preparation of Elementary Teachers in Mathematics by America’s Education Schools, followed just 
over two years later.2 These reports provide the methodological foundations for this analysis of teacher 
preparation in every undergraduate program in New Mexico. 

1 http://www.nctq.org/p/publications/docs/nctq_reading_study_app_20071202065019.pdf 
NCTQ has also released a report on reading preparation in elementary and special education programs in all of  
Indiana’s undergraduate schools of education: http://www.nctq.org/p/publications/docs/nctq_full_study_indiana_ 
reading_20090304110141.pdf

2  http://www.nctq.org/p/publications/docs/nctq_ttmath_fullreport_20090603062928.pdf
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aN overview oF the quality oF uNdergraduate  
eleMeNtary teacher preparatioN iN New Mexico

eACh yeAr AbouT 500 womeN ANd meN grAduATe from eIghT Colleges loCATed IN New mexICo 
wITh CerTIfICATIoN To TeACh elemeNTAry sChool.3 These prepArATory progrAms Are regulATed 
by The New mexICo publIC eduCATIoN depArTmeNT. ThIs depArTmeNT musT “Approve” These pro-
grAms, deTermININg If They meeT sTATe reQuIremeNTs ANd provIde A suffICIeNTly rIgorous 
CurrICulum To CoNfer A New mexICo sTATe TeAChINg lICeNse oN ANyoNe who suCCessfully 
CompleTes The Course of sTudy. 

In our 2007 State Teacher Policy Yearbook, NCTQ found New Mexico’s policies related to teacher prepa-
ration and licensure to be in need of substantial improvement4 and our latest edition (forthcoming late 
in 2009) will show little progress has been made on numerous goals connected to elementary teacher 
preparation. Some examples include: 

n Although it does a better job than most states, New Mexico’s content knowledge requirements do 
not ensure that preparation programs will provide elementary teacher candidates with the broad 
liberal arts education necessary to be ready to teach to student academic content standards. 

n The state does not require teacher preparation programs to prepare new teachers in the science 
of reading instruction, nor does it test whether new teachers have this critical knowledge before 
granting licensure.

n The state does not require that applicants to education programs pass at least a test of basic 
skills. Because New Mexico delays this requirement until teacher candidates have completed 
their program and are ready to apply for licensure, programs may lower their instructional rigor 
to accommodate less capable students, including spending valuable preparation time remediating 
basic skills.

n The state’s requirements in the area of professional coursework are more extensive than in many 
states and the state does not cap the amount of professional coursework that programs can 
require. Such requirements have ballooned; in at least one program, the equivalent of two full 
majors is required.5 

3 Certification is actually for grades K-8. There were 525 graduates in 2008 from teacher preparation programs at:  
The College of Santa Fe (now in dire fiscal straits, if not bankrupt), the University of the Southwest, Eastern New 
Mexico University, New Mexico Highlands University, New Mexico State University, Northern New Mexico  
College, Western New Mexico University and the University of New Mexico. The University of Phoenix and  
Western Governors University also offer online teacher preparation in New Mexico, but are not included in this  
study because they are not headquartered in the state. 

4  http://www.nctq.org/stpy/reports/stpy_newmexico.pdf
5 New Mexico State University
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n The state does meet the goal of keeping its program approval process wholly separate from ac-
creditation by one of the two national accrediting bodies, National Council for Accreditation of 
Teacher Education (NCATE) or Teacher Education Accreditation Council (TEAC). Neither of 
these organizations has been able to demonstrate that an accredited program has met a higher-
quality standard than one that is not accredited.6

While this study does not cover all of these challenges, the state’s regulatory framework provides impor-
tant context for the focus of this paper. State regulatory weaknesses undoubtedly account for some pro-
gram deficiencies, but we would argue they do not excuse them. There are no legitimate impediments 
to individual preparation programs filling any vacuum left by the state, and in a few cases, programs 
do just that. For example, even though the state requires that teacher candidates pass a basic skills test 
as a condition of licensure and not as a condition of admission to a teacher preparation program, every 
New Mexico program requires that applicants take the New Mexico Assessment of Teacher Basic Skills 
before or within one semester of admission. 

Scope oF thiS aNalySiS 

we evAluATed New mexICo’s eIghT uNdergrAduATe elemeNTAry TeACher prepArATIoN pro-
grAms ACross four CrITICAl AreAs:

n Admission standards
n Teacher preparation in reading
n Teacher preparation in elementary mathematics
n Exit standards

Methodology: adMiSSioN StaNdardS

Most teacher preparation programs in the U.S., even those housed in departments rather than professional 
schools, have an application process that takes place at the end of the sophomore or beginning of the 
junior year of undergraduate education. This application process presents an opportunity to select only 
candidates that meet high standards. Unfortunately, in programs across the nation, not just in New 
Mexico, this is an opportunity that is currently squandered. Most of the nation’s teachers come from the 
bottom third of high school graduates going to college. In contrast, countries whose students outperform 
ours consistently attract more elite students, the top five percent in South Korea, the top 10 percent in 
Finland and the top 30 percent in Singapore .7

New Mexico does not require that teacher preparation programs have any admission standards, but the 
eight programs do utilize the state’s basic skills test for that purpose. However, the end result is probably 
not much different than in states that do not have such requirements: very little improvement in the pool 
of teacher candidates.

6 See A. Levine, “Educating School Teachers, (Washington, D.C.: The Education Schools Project, 2006) 61-70.
7 McKinsey & Co., “How the World’s Best-Performing School Systems Come Out on Top,”(September 2007). 16.
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As in the 30 states that require that applicants take the Praxis I (a basic skills test developed by ETS), New 
Mexico’s basic skills test assesses knowledge of mathematics, reading and writing that is typically acquired 
in sixth or seventh grade. Given the fact that these questions should not be difficult for high school gradu-
ates, one would expect that minimum passing scores would represent getting a high percentage of items 
correct. This is not the case on the Praxis I. For instance, on the math portion of the Praxis, the highest 
minimum passing score set by any state ensures that no more than 63 percent of items are answered cor-
rectly, and most states allow test-takers to pass when answering considerably fewer items correctly. 

New Mexico does not make public nor did the test publisher respond to our request for information on 
the approximate range of items answered correctly that is represented by the passing score of 240.8 Us-
ing Praxis I scoring information as a reference point, we estimate that a score of 240 represents no more 
than 33 percent to 45 percent of questions answered correctly.9 If our estimate is correct, many teacher 
candidates passing New Mexico’s basic skills test do not demonstrate middle school level proficiency, 
much less the level of proficiency that future elementary teachers should be able to demonstrate upon 
graduation or through remediation in their first few years of college.10

In rating admission standards, we evaluate whether programs limit teacher preparation programs to 
candidates in the top half of high school students going to college.11 To determine if this standard is met, 
we first look at the selectivity of the college or university of which each program is a part, as rated by 
U.S. News and World Report. Programs in colleges that are “more selective” or “most selective” meet the 
standard, since applicants to the teacher preparation programs have already met the college’s rigorous 
admission standards. No New Mexico teacher preparation programs are housed in institutions that are 
“more” or “most selective.” For programs in colleges or universities with lower selectivity, we then look 
at whether the program uses a standardized test for admission that is designed to identify the appropriate 
level of academic proficiency.12 

Methodology: StaNdardS For teacher preparatioN iN readiNg 

Student reading achievement in New Mexico remains a chronic problem, one that is unfortunately 
shared throughout the country. On the most recent National Assessment of Educational Progress 
(NAEP) assessments, 76 percent of New Mexico fourth graders and 83 percent of New Mexico eighth 
graders read below the proficient level.13 This is well below the national average. Over the past 60 years, 

8 Telephone conversation and correspondence on August 11 and August 12, 2009 with Pearson Education’s Evaluation 
Systems Group.

9 The 82nd percentile on the math portion of the Praxis I represents correct answers on somewhere between 33 percent 
and 45 percent of questions. Since over 88 percent of New Mexico’s teacher candidates pass the state’s basic skills test 
on their first try, and the pool of test-takers is presumably not more proficient than the national pool of Praxis I 
test-takers, it’s fair to assume that the percent of questions answered correctly on New Mexico’s test is close to that very 
low range found in Praxis I scoring. 

10 For recommendations on mathematics standards for admission, see http://www.nctq.org/p/docs/nctq_nmsi_stem_ 
initiative.pdf.

11 This is not the same as a standard that selects for the top half of students seeking to become teachers. 
12 To illustrate that a “selective” rating for an institution may not be sufficient as a screen for admissions to an education 

school, note that the middle 50 percent of students at the University of New Mexico, which has the largest number of 
teacher graduates of New Mexico’s four “selective” colleges, had sums of SAT Critical Reading and Math scores of 
930 to 1200. The nation’s average SAT score sum in 2008 was 1017.

13 See http://www.nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/states/profile.asp
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scientists from many fields have worked to determine how people learn to read and why some people 
struggle. This science of reading has lead to a number of breakthroughs that can dramatically reduce 
the number of children destined to become functionally illiterate or barely literate adults. By routinely 
applying the lessons learned from the scientific findings in the classroom, most reading failure could be 
avoided. It is estimated that the current failure rate of 20 to 30 percent could be reduced to the range of 
2 to 10 percent. 

Despite the overwhelming evidence, educators have been slow to adopt these scientifically based practices. 
In our first national study of teacher preparation in a representative sample of 72 institutions, we found 
that only 15 percent were teaching the five instructional components of the science of reading (phonemic 
awareness, phonics, fluency, vocabulary and comprehension) in even the most rudimentary sense.

Our rating of New Mexico’s teacher preparation programs on reading preparation uses the same meth-
odology employed in our national study. Programs are reviewed to determine whether instruction is 
provided on the five components of the science of reading in any reading course required of students 
who aspire to teach kindergarten through grade eight. We looked for such evidence both in course 
syllabi and in reviewing each of the required textbooks. (To date, we have reviewed over 600 such text-
books.) When we encountered any sort of ambiguity, we always gave the school the benefit of the doubt. 

We understand that a course’s intended goals and topics as reflected by syllabi and textbooks may differ 
from what actually happens in the classroom. However, it is reasonable to assume that college profes-
sors give thought and consideration to their syllabi and course readings, which represent the intended 
structure of their courses and emphasize what they view as essential knowledge. If anything, less—not 
more — of what the syllabi and texts suggest is apt to be covered in class.

Nonetheless, in recognition of the inherent limitations of our methodology, we always invite programs 
to submit additional materials. Only one did so. 

Reviews of both the reading textbooks used in New Mexico and the recommended textbooks not used in 
the state can be found in Appendix A, following the program ratings. Our national study contains more 
information on the science of reading and the methodology used in evaluating reading preparation.14 

Methodology: StaNdardS For teacher preparatioN iN MatheMaticS

Compared to their counterparts in other countries, the performance of American students in mathematics 
is mediocre. In turn, compared to their counterparts in other states, the performance of New Mexico’s 
students in mathematics is worse than mediocre. On the most recent NAEP, 76 percent of New Mexico 
fourth graders and 82 percent of New Mexico eighth graders had mathematics scores below the proficient 
level.15 This is well below the national average. Since mathematics knowledge is cumulative, a critical step 
in improving this performance is the foundation laid throughout elementary school. Achieving results there 
is directly linked to the capability of elementary teachers to provide effective instruction in mathematics.

14 http://www.nctq.org/p/publications/docs/nctq_reading_study_app_20071202065019.pdf
15 See http://www.nces.ed.gov/nationsreportcard/states/profile.asp
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There is increasing consensus that prospective elementary teachers – who are notoriously weak in math-
ematical competency – are best trained by college mathematics courses that are designed specifically for 
teachers and that impart a deep understanding of elementary and middle school mathematics concepts. 
A calculus or statistics course is fine to take as an elective, but numerous professional organizations and 
mathematicians recommend that aspiring elementary teachers take three semester courses in “elemen-
tary mathematics content.”16 These courses should cover four subject areas: numbers and operations, 
algebra, geometry and measurement, and – to a lesser degree – data analysis and probability.

Despite this emerging consensus on how to prepare elementary teachers to be truly competent math-
ematics instructors, there is enormous variability in the nature of coursework requirements among edu-
cation schools in the U.S. Our second national study of teacher preparation in a representative sample 
of 77 institutions found that only 13 percent were doing an adequate job. 

NCTQ’s rating of New Mexico’s teacher preparation programs on mathematics preparation is based on 
examination of syllabi and required primary textbooks in coursework designed for teacher audiences. 
These materials were used to assess whether the coursework covers essential topics in mathematics and 
devotes sufficient time to those topics. It should be noted that there are far fewer mathematics textbooks 
than reading textbooks: About a dozen mathematics textbooks are chosen for use repeatedly, whereas 
the number of reading textbooks we have reviewed for our studies now totals approximately 600, with 
no end to new ones in sight. 

As in the case of reading preparation, we believe that the syllabi and textbooks capture the scope of 
knowledge that the professor thinks is important, but we would have supplemented our review with any 
additional materials had programs provided them to us in response to our solicitation. Only one did so. 
Again, as in the case of our reading analysis, our evaluations in mathematics preparation were generous, 
always giving a program the benefit of the doubt if we encountered any ambiguity. 

Reviews of both elementary content mathematics textbooks used in New Mexico and recommended 
textbooks not used in the state can be found in Appendix B. Our national study contains more informa-
tion on the elementary content coursework that is recommended for elementary teacher preparation 
and the methodology used to evaluate that preparation.17 

Methodology: exit StaNdardS

If elementary teachers are to teach well, they must acquire many essential teaching skills as well as a 
solid understanding of content. Licensing examinations are required by states to ensure that teachers 
meet a minimum standard for subject-matter knowledge. Unfortunately, for a number of reasons that 
we will enumerate, most current elementary teacher licensing examinations now used in the U.S. are not 
up to the task. In lieu of sufficient exit standards required by the state, elementary teacher preparation 
programs that have a serious commitment to ensuring the quality of their graduates should have their 
own exit examinations.

16 We also recommend that aspiring elementary teachers take a semester course dealing with methods of teaching  
mathematics at the elementary level (not a methods course that addresses multiple subjects and/or multiple grade 
spans). Our rating process does not, however, include consideration of methods coursework. 

17 http://www.nctq.org/p/publications/docs/nctq_ttmath_fullreport_20090603062928.pdf
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New Mexico requires that all aspiring elementary teachers pass the New Mexico Content Knowledge 
Assessment: Elementary Education test to receive a license.18 While the fact that only a few practice 
problems related to this test are made publicly available makes it difficult to develop a complete critique 
of this assessment, it is nonetheless possible to say that its structure and scoring is fundamentally flawed. 

A candidate’s score on the New Mexico licensing test represents a composite of his or her performance 
in five different areas (reading instruction/language arts,19 literature and the arts, mathematics, science 
and social studies). While area subscores are computed and reported, passing scores are not established 
for each specific subject area. To achieve an overall passing score, it is not necessary to do well on all ar-
eas of the test, as if a newly hired teacher can be excused from having to teach each subject with at least 
a minimum level of competence. For example, it may be possible to answer almost every mathematics 
problem incorrectly and still pass the test.

New Mexico’s Content Knowledge Assessment for elementary teachers is also almost certainly inad-
equate because it appears to test content understanding at only the elementary and middle school level. 
To teach mathematics well to an elementary student requires more than a superficial understanding that 
barely exceeds what is taught. Further, although it is not possible to evaluate the reading content of New 
Mexico’s assessment based on the limited information available, it appears highly unlikely that it ap-
propriately measures candidates’ knowledge of the science of reading, absent standards or coursework 
requirements directing preparation programs to include this critical content. 

Because this licensure test is not adequate to the task of ensuring that elementary teachers have acquired 
the necessary knowledge, New Mexico should develop a better test or adopt assessments in use in other 
states. No state has developed rigorous licensing tests with separate passing scores for every subject 
taught in elementary school, but a few states have made progress on the important subjects of reading 
and mathematics. Massachusetts and Virginia have rigorous, stand-alone tests of reading pedagogy. 
Massachusetts has also developed a rigorous, stand-alone mathematics test.20 

In the absence of an adequate state licensing test, it is incumbent upon New Mexico’s teacher prepara-
tion programs to use their own series of exit tests to verify that graduates meet acceptable levels of per-
formance. Because no program in the state currently reports having an exit test, every program received 
a failing grade on this standard. 

other data reported 

Although the state does not require any New Mexico preparation program to obtain accreditation, some 
have done so and we note on each rating sheet whether programs have been accredited by NCATE or 
TEAC. Our indication of the type of accreditation does not represent a rating of any kind, as there is no 
evidence that links accreditation to higher-quality preparation or that shows it has the effect of improv-
ing preparation.

18 A pedagogy test (the New Mexico Assessment of Teacher Competency: Elementary Level) is also required.
19 New Mexico’s Content Knowledge Assessment includes knowledge of reading instruction, which would more  

accurately fall under the heading of pedagogy than content knowledge. While New Mexico also requires a pedagogy 
assessment, it appears, like many states, to rely solely on the content test to measure candidates’ knowledge of 
reading instruction.

20 http://www.doe.mass.edu/news/news.asp?id=3801
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Each rating sheet also identifies the three opportunities we afforded the eight preparation programs to 
provide us with comments or additional course materials relevant to our evaluation. 

The first letter asked that programs confirm that we had correctly identified the proper reading and 
mathematics coursework for our analyses. Four did so.

In a second mailing, we sent the preliminary results of our analyses in reading and mathematics prepara-
tion to the programs. They were asked to provide any additional materials that might lead us to alter our 
rating. As already noted, only one elected to do so. 

Our last letter solicited general comments of any kind. Responses from programs are found in Appendix C. 

FiNdiNgS

New mexICo’s TeACher prepArATIoN progrAms hAve AdmIssIoN sTANdArds ThAT Are so low As To be 
meANINgless.

Rather than attempting to screen for the top half of college-bound high school graduates, New Mexico’s 
education schools are setting a low bar in a pool of students in the lower third of college-bound high 
school graduates. Because of the relatively low levels of selectivity of their colleges, every education 
program in New Mexico faces a higher hurdle in screening for truly proficient teacher candidates, and 
none meets that challenge. 

mosT prepArATIoN progrAms IN New mexICo do NoT prepAre CANdIdATes To TeACh The sCIeNCe of 
reAdINg.

Only one of New Mexico’s eight preparation programs provides training to teacher candidates in all 
five components of effective reading instruction. Of the remaining programs, three provided training 
in only reading comprehension, and the other four programs did not provide any exposure to any of 
the five components. Thus, nearly all of New Mexico’s programs provide no preparation in phonemic 
awareness, phonics, vocabulary development or fluency. 

progrAms use A wIde vArIeTy of reAdINg TexTbooks, mosT of whICh do NoT Address The sCIeNCe of 
reAdINg.

We found approximately 20 reading textbooks in use in New Mexico’s eight preparation programs. 
The quality of almost all of the required reading texts is poor. Their content includes little to none of the 
science of effective reading instruction, and, in many cases, the content is inaccurate and/or misleading. 
Interestingly, the one program providing teachers with adequate exposure to the science of reading re-
lied on a course packet with materials drawn from numerous research journals and publications, rather 
than a standard textbook. 

oNly oNe New mexICo prepArATIoN progrAm sATIsfACTorIly Covers The mAThemATICs CoNTeNT ThAT 
elemeNTAry TeAChers Need; however, ThIs rATINg does NoT exTeNd To prepArATIoN for grAdes seveN 
ANd eIghT. fIve progrAms Are serIously defICIeNT. AlgebrA prepArATIoN Is uNIversAlly INAdeQuATe.
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New Mexico mirrors the results in our national study in terms of variation in the number and nature of 
mathematics courses required of aspiring elementary teachers. Three of the programs need to add more 
coursework and four others need both to add coursework and improve that coursework’s focus and 
textbook support. Of those four, two programs need to remedy the deficiency of requiring no elemen-
tary content coursework at all.

Attention to algebra is as paltry in New Mexico as we found nationally: On average, the state’s prospec-
tive elementary teachers are shortchanged 23 hours on the algebra instruction needed to adequately 
prepare their elementary students for middle school mathematics. 

oNly oNe of New mexICo’s prepArATIoN progrAms hAs seleCTed A sTroNg TexTbook for mAThemATICs 
CoNTeNT Coursework.

Whereas 35 percent of programs in our national study used textbooks that we rated as adequate in the 
four critical subject areas, only one program in New Mexico (13 percent) did so. Of the five programs 
that have not selected adequate textbooks, four use a textbook that is weak in algebra and one program 
uses either no textbook or a textbook that is weak in all areas. (For two programs, the issue of textbook 
quality is irrelevant because they do not require any elementary mathematics coursework.)

All of New mexICo’s prepArATIoN progrAms hAve A dedICATed elemeNTAry mAThemATICs meThods 
Course.

Only half of the programs in our national study required a three-credit course in mathematics methods, 
so this finding might seem to represent a strong showing for New Mexico’s programs. However, all of 
these methods courses cover both elementary and middle school mathematics methods due to the fact 
that New Mexico’s programs provide K-8 certification. While universally requiring this coursework is 
a plus, our endorsement is conditional -- the broad grade span of these courses makes for insufficient 
attention paid to elementary mathematics methods. 

No prepArATIoN progrAm IN The sTATe eNsures ThAT AspIrINg elemeNTAry TeAChers kNow The sCIeNCe 
of reAdINg INsTruCTIoN ANd uNdersTANd elemeNTAry mAThemATICs CoNTeNT AT A depTh ThAT Is suf-
fICIeNT for INsTruCTIoN. 

The unequivocal weakness of the Content Knowledge Assessment: Elementary Education content test 
as an assessment of the capacity to teach elementary school necessitates that New Mexico’s prepara-
tion programs develop and use exit assessments that do so. No program has recognized this need and 
responded to it. 
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recoMMeNdatioNS

StateS

It falls to states to spearhead improvement of education schools by better exercising the oversight author-
ity that they already hold. Most education schools or departments will only be able to overcome possible 
internal resistance or resistance from other departments in their institutions if reform is statewide.

The New mexICo publIC eduCATIoN depArTmeNT should esTAblIsh eNTrANCe sTANdArds for The sTATe’s 
TeACher prepArATIoN progrAms To eNsure ThAT every AspIrINg TeACher eNTers possessINg ApproprI-
ATe reAdINg, wrITINg ANd mAThemATICAl skIlls. These eNTrANCe sTANdArds should INClude ACCepTAble 
sCores oN sTANdArdIzed AssessmeNTs suCh As The CollegIATe AssessmeNT of ACAdemIC profICIeNCy. 21

With few exceptions, there is a quite plausible perception among education schools that they cannot 
individually raise their admission standards without putting themselves at a disadvantage in the compe-
tition for students. The pressure these institutions face to accept a sufficient number of students makes 
it incumbent upon states to raise the bar for all education schools, not just relegate the task to a few 
courageous volunteers. 

The fact that a large and increasing number of teacher candidates applying for admission to teacher 
preparation programs are transferring from two-year institutions further underscores the need to estab-
lish a uniform threshold for admission.

The argument that this will lead to shortages of teacher candidates is a red herring commonly offered 
to resist change. A significant problem in the profession is that more talented students eschew teacher 
preparation because the programs are perceived as unchallenging and dull, instead entering teaching 
through alternate routes. Programs can teach to a higher standard and still produce the number of 
teachers needed by elementary schools, as Massachusetts has found since 2001-2002, when new and 
more rigorous requirements and assessments began to be phased in. 

The New mexICo publIC eduCATIoN depArTmeNT should develop sTroNg Course sTANdArds IN reAd-
INg ANd mAThemATICs ANd AdopT wholly New AssessmeNTs To TesT for Those sTANdArds. 

New Mexico currently requires elementary teacher candidates to complete six credits of study in reading 
and nine credits of study in mathematics, but does not specify that the reading coursework should include 
study of the five essential components of reading instruction nor that the mathematics coursework should 
cover elementary mathematics. However, even a combination of standards and coursework requirements 
does not prevent education schools from deciding independently, and all too often inappropriately, what 
should be taught. Absent a test, there is no assurance that education schools are teaching to the necessary 
standards.

21 The state’s high school exit test, the New Mexico High School Competency Exam, is a basic skills test that is  
not aligned with high school academic standards; it cannot serve this purpose. The Collegiate Assessment of  
Academic Proficiency (CAAP) is the standardized, nationally normed assessment program from ACT designed  
to be administered after a student’s sophomore year that enables postsecondary institutions to assess and evaluate 
the outcomes of their general education programs. A test such as the CAAP, designed for the general college-going 
population, is better for identifying the appropriate level of academic proficiency than a test designed solely for use 
by prospective teachers.
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For an example of a regulatory framework that ensures that elementary teachers are prepared to teach 
the science of reading, New Mexico should look to Virginia or Massachusetts. Virginia requires all 
teacher candidates to complete coursework that focuses on the science of reading and to pass a read-
ing exam. Massachusetts has standards that clearly address the science of reading and also requires all 
elementary candidates to pass a reading exam. The tests offered by both Virginia and Massachusetts 
have been rated as among a very small number that actually verify teacher candidates’ knowledge of the 
science of reading.22 

Massachusetts is also a model for developing a regulatory framework that accomplishes these goals in 
the area of mathematics preparation. Our national study of the preparation of elementary teachers in 
mathematics discusses Massachusetts’ regulations and assessment in some detail.23 

The New mexICo publIC eduCATIoN depArTmeNT should elImINATe ITs grAde k-8 CerTIfICATIoN. ThIs Cer-
TIfICATIoN eNCourAges eduCATIoN sChools To broAdly prepAre TeAChers, whIle reQuIrINg Too few 
Courses speCIfIC To TeAChINg ANy grAde spAN. 

While grade K-8 preparation is theoretically possible, institutions devote fewer courses than would be 
needed to provide sufficient preparation for all of these grades regardless of whether prospective teach-
ers are required to have an area of concentration. The majority of states no longer allow this certification. 

educatioN SchoolS

To Improve reAdINg prepArATIoN To Improve mAThemATICs prepArATIoN

1. Build faculty expertise in the science of  1. Education schools should require three 
reading. Whether the lack of teacher preparation   mathematics courses addressing elementary 
in the science of reading is due to philosophical   and middle school topics and one mathematics 
opposition or unawareness of the research   methods course focused on elementary topics 
science, education schools must have the   and numbers and operations in particular.24

expertise to deliver scientifically based reading  
coursework. 

22 S. Stotsky, “Why American Students Do Not Learn to Read Very Well: The Unintended Consequences of Title  
II and Teacher Testing,” Third Education Group Review Vol. 2 No. 2 (2006); and D. W. Rigden, “Report on  
Licensure Alignment with the Essential Components of Effective Reading Instruction” (Washington, D.C.: Reading 
First Teacher Education Network, 2006). 

23 See p. 54 of the report at http://www.nctq.org/p/publications/docs/nctq_ttmath_fullreport_20090603062928.pdf
24 This recommendation is a relatively easy fix. In all but two of New Mexico’s preparation programs, aspiring elementary 

teachers are currently required to take at least one general-audience mathematics course. Those programs that require 
fewer than eight credits of elementary mathematics coursework can quickly move toward meeting this standard without 
increasing coursework burdens by requiring more elementary content coursework instead of general-audience course-
work. As the mathematical foundations of prospective teachers improve with higher entrance standards, less elementary 
content coursework may be required. 
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2. Ensure that the overall program design allows 2. Teacher preparation programs should  

for sufficient and proper coverage of reading   make it possible for an aspiring teacher 
instruction, with a coordinated sequence of   to test out of mathematics content course 
teacher training in reading. Too many programs   requirements. Current licensing tests 
have courses with repeated or overlapping content,   are inadequate, but a new generation  
while significant topics go unaddressed.  of standardized tests that can evaluate  
  mathematical understanding at the requisite  
  depth may soon be available.

3. Provide guidance to help instructors select strong  3. Algebra must be given higher priority in 
textbooks from the vast number of available   elementary content instruction. While 
options. The wide range of textbooks in use   elementary teachers do not deal explicitly 
means that teacher candidates are exposed to   with algebra in their instruction, they need 
different but inaccurate, incomplete, and often   to understand it as the generalization of 
misleading accounts of reading instruction.  the arithmetic they address while studying

   numbers and operations. They also need to  
  be aware of algebra’s connection to many of  
  the patterns, properties, relationships, rules  
  and models that will occupy their elementary  
  students. 

iNStitutioNal adMiNiStratorS aNd teacher educatioN prograMS

Unlike teacher preparation in reading, which is typically contained in the education school, preparation 
in mathematics usually involves both the education school and the mathematics department. For that rea-
son, university administrators must take the lead in orchestrating the interdepartmental communication, 
coordination, and innovation necessary for coherent preparation of elementary teachers for mathematics 
instruction. 

By itself, leadership from the education department is not sufficient for improving instruction in the con-
tent courses elementary teachers need in mathematics. Mathematics departments must find the means 
to staff elementary content courses with instructors who have adequate professional preparation in 
mathematics and ensure that instruction is rigorous and relevant. These instructors might find helpful 
the syllabi, lecture notes and other resources we have posted at www.nctq.org/resources/math. 
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prograM ratiNgS

1. College of santa fe, santa fe

2. eastern New mexico university, portales

3. New mexico highlands university, las vegas

4. New mexico state university, las Cruces

5. Northern New mexico College, el rito

6. The university of New mexico, Albuquerque

7. university of the southwest, hobbs

8. western New mexico university, silver City

1

5

2

3

4

6

78
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   Na Not applicable

college of Santa Fe
santa fe, New mexico
education department

i. admission standards       

Comments: The college is not “more” or “most selective” in its admissions. education majors 
are screened for academic proficiency using the New mexico Assessment of Teacher basic 
skills; however, the passing score set by the state may reflect virtually no mastery of even 
elementary and middle school content. 

ii. teacher preparation in reading   

areas of weakness: No preparation is provided in the science of reading.
remedy: Coursework should address instruction in phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, 

vocabulary and comprehension strategies.
textbooks: literacy for the 21st Century: A balanced Approach (4th ed) by gail e. Tompkins; 

word Identification strategies: building phonics into a Classroom reading program (4th ed) 
by barbara J. fox

 

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics  

areas of weakness: No elementary content mathematics coursework is required.
remedy: Adequate coursework with appropriate focus and strong textbook support.
Comments: elementary mathematics methods receive inadequate attention in a course that 

covers methods at both the elementary and middle school level.

iv. exit standards        

Comments: The inadequacy of New mexico’s Content knowledge Assessment for elementary 
teachers (which serves as New mexico’s licensing test) means that the teacher preparation  
program does not verify that teacher candidates know content at a depth adequate for 
instruction.

accreditation: Ncate teac None 3

Number of elementary teachers produced: 35 (5th highest producer in state)
data are from 2007-08, the most recent available from the National Center for education statistics.

opportunities for institution to respond: Correspondence: April 8, 2009; July 7, 2009; August 13, 2009
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   Na Not applicable

eastern New Mexico university
portales, New mexico
college of education and technology

i. admission standards       

Comments: The university is not “more” or “most selective” in its admissions. education 
school applicants are screened for academic proficiency using the New mexico Assessment 
of Teacher basic skills; however, the passing score set by the state may reflect virtually no 
mastery of even elementary and middle school content. 

ii. teacher preparation in reading   

areas of strength: Coursework includes preparation to teach comprehension strategies.
areas of weakness: No evidence that coursework includes preparation to teach phonemic 

awareness, phonics, fluency and vocabulary strategies.
remedy: provide training in all five components of effective reading instruction. 
textbooks: guiding readers and writers, grades 3 - 6: Teaching Comprehension, genre, and 

Content literacy by Irene C. fountas and gay su pinnell, literacy for the 21st Century: A 
balanced Approach (4th ed) by gail e. Tompkins, Teaching phonics and word study In The 
Intermediate grades: A Complete sourcebook by wiley blevins 

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics  

areas of weakness: Coursework lacks depth.
remedy: Additional coursework. 
textbooks: mathematics for elementary Teachers: A Contemporary Approach (8th ed)
by gary l. musser, william f. burger, blake e. peterson 
Comments: our rating is for preparation to teach elementary mathematics only. This program 

does not offer preparation adequate for mathematics instruction in grades 7 and 8.
 elementary mathematics methods receive inadequate attention in coursework that covers 

methods for all subjects at both the elementary and middle school level. 

iv. exit standards         

Comments: The inadequacy of New mexico’s Content knowledge Assessment for elementary 
teachers (which serves as New mexico’s licensing test) means that the teacher prepara-
tion program does not verify that teacher candidates know content at a depth adequate for 
instruction.
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   Na Not applicable

eastern New mexico university

accreditation: Ncate 3 teac None 

Number of elementary teachers produced: 50 (4th highest in state)
data are from 2007-08, the most recent available from the National Center for education statistics.

opportunities for institution to respond: Correspondence: April 8, 2009; August 4, 2009; August 13, 2009
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   Na Not applicable

New Mexico highlands university
las vegas, New mexico
School of education

i. admission standards       

Comments: The university is not “more” or “most selective” in its admissions. education 
school applicants are screened for academic proficiency using the New mexico Assessment 
of Teacher basic skills; however, the passing score set by the state may reflect virtually no 
mastery of even elementary and middle school content. 

ii. teacher preparation in reading   

areas of weakness: No preparation is provided in the science of reading. 
remedy: Coursework should address instruction in phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, 

vocabulary and comprehension strategies. 
textbooks: reading and learning to read (6th ed) by Jo Anne l. vacca, et al.
Comments: rating is based on “more selective” university admissions. 

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics  

areas of weakness: Coursework lacks depth. 
remedy: Additional coursework. 
textbooks: mathematics for elementary Teachers: A Conceptual Approach (7th ed) by Albert b. 

bennett, Jr. and l.Ted Nelson
Comments: our rating is for preparation to teach elementary mathematics only. This program 

does not offer preparation adequate for mathematics instruction in grades 7 and 8.
 elementary mathematics methods receive inadequate attention in a course that covers methods 

at both the elementary and middle school level. 

iv. exit standards        

Comments: The inadequacy of New mexico’s Content knowledge Assessment for elementary 
teachers (which serves as New mexico’s licensing test) means that the teacher preparation  
program does not verify that teacher candidates know content at a depth adequate for 
instruction. 
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   Na Not applicable

New mexico highlands university

accreditation: Ncate teac  None 3

Number of elementary teachers produced: 55 (3rd highest in state)
data are from 2007-08, the most recent available from the National Center for education statistics.

opportunities for institution to respond: Correspondence: April 8, 2009; July 7, 2009; August 13, 2009
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   Na Not applicable

New Mexico State university
las Cruces, New mexico
college of education

i. admission standards       

Comments: The university is not “more” or “most selective” in its admissions. education 
school applicants are screened for academic proficiency using the New mexico Assessment 
of Teacher basic skills; however, the passing score set by the state may reflect virtually no 
mastery of even elementary and middle school content. 

ii. teacher preparation in reading   

areas of weakness: No preparation is provided in the science of reading. 
remedy: Coursework should address instruction in phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, 

vocabulary and comprehension strategies. 
textbooks: literacy Assessment of second-language learners by sandra rollins hurley and 

Josefina villamil Tinajero, literacy and bilingualism: A handbook for All Teachers (2nd ed) by 
maria estela brisk and margaret m. harrington, literate lives: Teaching reading and writing 
in elementary Classrooms by Amy seely flint, reading the Naked Truth: literacy, legislation, 
and lies by gerald Coles 

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics   

areas of weakness: Coursework does not cover essential topics and lacks depth; textbook.
remedy: Additional coursework with better focus and textbooks.
textbooks: one course does not use a textbook and one course uses a methods textbook 

(elementary and middle school mathematics: Teaching developmentally, 4th ed, by John A. 
van de walle)

Comments: our rating is for preparation to teach elementary mathematics only. This program 
does not offer preparation adequate for mathematics instruction in grades 7 and 8. The 
program has indicated that it will be increasing requirements in mathematics in fall 2010, but 
has not indicated the nature of the coursework that will be required.

 elementary mathematics methods receive inadequate attention in a course that covers meth-
ods at both the elementary and middle school level. 
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   Na Not applicable

New mexico state university

iv. exit standards        

Comments: The inadequacy of New mexico’s Content knowledge Assessment for elementary 
teachers (which serves as New mexico’s licensing test) means that the teacher prepara-
tion program does not verify that teacher candidates know content at a depth adequate for 
instruction. 

accreditation: Ncate 3 teac  None 

Number of elementary teachers produced: 149 (2nd highest in state)
data are from 2007-08, the most recent available from the National Center for education statistics.

opportunities for institution to respond: Correspondence: April 8, 2009; August 4, 2009; August 13, 2009
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   Na Not applicable

Northern New Mexico college
el rito, New mexico
college of education

i. admission standards       

Comments: The college is not selective in its undergraduate admissions. education school 
applicants are screened for academic proficiency using the New mexico Assessment of  
Teacher basic skills; however, the passing score set by the state may reflect virtually no  
mastery of even elementary and middle school content. 

ii. teacher preparation in reading   

areas of strength: Coursework includes preparation to teach comprehension strategies.
areas of weakness: No evidence that coursework includes preparation to teach phonemic 

awareness, phonics, fluency and vocabulary strategies.
remedy: provide training in all five components of effective reading instruction. 
textbooks: guiding readers and writers, grades 3 - 6: Teaching Comprehension, genre, 

and Content literacy by Irene C. fountas and gay su pinnell, literacy for the 21st Century: 
A balanced Approach (4th ed) by gail e. Tompkins 

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics  

areas of weakness: Coursework does not cover essential topics and lacks depth. data analysis 
receives a disproportionate share of instructional time. 

remedy: Additional coursework with better focus and textbooks.
textbooks: mathematics for elementary Teachers: A Contemporary Approach (8th ed)
by gary l. musser, william f. burger, blake e. peterson 
Comments: our rating is for preparation to teach elementary mathematics only. This program 

does not offer preparation adequate for mathematics instruction in grades 7 and 8.
 This coursework attempts to prepare prospective teachers to handle data analysis problems 

raised in the course of evaluating student assessment information. This would be better 
handled in a course dedicated to assessment issues. 

 elementary mathematics methods receive inadequate attention in a course that covers  
methods at both the elementary and middle school level. 

iv. exit standards         

Comments: The inadequacy of New mexico’s Content knowledge Assessment for elementary 
teachers (which serves as New mexico’s licensing test) means that the teacher preparation program 
does not verify that teacher candidates know content at a depth adequate for instruction. 
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   Na Not applicable

Northern New mexico College

accreditation: Ncate teac  None 3

Number of elementary teachers produced: 15 (7th highest in state)
data are from 2007-08, the most recent available from the National Center for education statistics.

opportunities for institution to respond: Correspondence: April 8, 2009; August 4, 2009; August 13, 2009. 
In addition, syllabi were requested on April 21, 2009
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   Na Not applicable

the university of New Mexico
Albuquerque, New mexico
college of education

i. admission standards       

Comments: The university is not “more” or “most selective” in its admissions. education 
school applicants are screened for academic proficiency using the New mexico Assessment 
of Teacher basic skills; however, the passing score set by the state may reflect virtually no 
mastery of even elementary and middle school content. 

ii. teacher preparation in reading   

areas of strength: Coverage of all components of the science of reading. 
textbooks: The reading courses for this program do not require any traditional textbooks. 

however, we did review two course packets of various compiled materials that were required 
readings for the courses in our study. 

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics  

areas of strength: Textbook; little time spent on non-essential topics.
textbooks: mathematics for elementary Teachers (2nd ed) by sybilla beckmann 
Comments: This program received a passing rating in No Common denominator, our national 

study of the preparation of elementary teachers, which was issued in 2008. The program is 
even stronger now. 

 Nonetheless, our rating has two caveats:
 n The rating is for preparation to teach elementary mathematics only. This program does not 

offer preparation adequate for mathematics instruction in grades 7 and 8.
 n elementary mathematics methods receive inadequate attention in a course that covers 

methods at both the elementary and middle school level.

iv. exit standards        

Comments: The inadequacy of New mexico’s Content knowledge Assessment for elementary 
teachers (which serves as New mexico’s licensing test) means that the teacher preparation  
program does not verify that teacher candidates know content at a depth adequate for 
instruction. 
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   Na Not applicable

The university of New mexico

accreditation: Ncate 3 teac None 

Number of elementary teachers produced: 185 (highest in state)
data are from 2007-08, the most recent available from the National Center for education statistics.

opportunities for institution to respond: Correspondence: April 8, 2009; July 7, 2009; August 13, 2009
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   Na Not applicable

university of the Southwest 
hobbs, New mexico
School of education

i. admission standards       

Comments: The university is not “more” or “most selective” in its admissions. education 
school applicants are screened for academic proficiency using the New mexico Assessment 
of Teacher basic skills; however, the passing score set by the state may reflect virtually no 
mastery of even elementary and middle school content. 

ii. teacher preparation in reading    

areas of weakness: No preparation is provided in the science of reading.
remedy: Coursework should address instruction in phonemic awareness, phonics, fluency, 

vocabulary and comprehension strategies. 
textbooks: basic reading Inventory: pre-primer Through grade Twelve and early literacy As-

sessments (9th ed) by Jerry l. Johns; Improving reading: strategies and resources (4th ed) by 
Jerry l. Johns and susan davis lenski; principles and practices of Teaching reading (10th ed) 
by Arthur w. heilman, et al. Teaching elementary language Arts: A balanced Approach (6th 
ed) by dorothy rubin 

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics   

areas of weakness: No elementary content mathematics coursework is required. 
remedy: Adequate coursework with appropriate focus and strong textbook support. 
Comments: elementary mathematics methods receive inadequate attention in a course that 

covers methods for multiple subjects at both the elementary and middle school level. 

iv. exit standards         

Comments: The inadequacy of New mexico’s Content knowledge Assessment for elementary 
teachers (which serves as New mexico’s licensing test) means that the teacher preparation program 
does not verify that teacher candidates know content at a depth adequate for instruction. 

accreditation: Ncate teac None 3

Number of elementary teachers produced: 23 (6th highest in state)
data are from 2007-08, the most recent available from the National Center for education statistics.

opportunities for institution to respond: Correspondence: April 8, 2009; July 7, 2009; August 13, 2009
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   Na Not applicable

western New Mexico university
silver City, New mexico
School of education

i. admission standards       

Comments: The college is not selective in its undergraduate admissions. education school ap-
plicants are screened for academic proficiency using the New mexico Assessment of Teacher 
basic skills; however, the passing score set by the state may reflect virtually no mastery of 
even elementary and middle school content. 

ii. teacher preparation in reading   

areas of strength: Coursework includes preparation to teach comprehension strategies.
area(s) of weakness: No evidence that coursework includes preparation to teach phonemic aware-

ness, phonics, fluency and vocabulary strategies.
remedy: provide training in all five components of effective reading instruction.
textbooks: diagnostic Teaching of reading: Techniques for Instruction and Assessment (6th ed) by 

barbara J. walker; principles and practices of Teaching reading (10th ed) by Arthur w. heilman, et 
al. The Teacher’s guide to the four blocks: A multimethod, multilevel framework for grades 1-3 
by patricia m. Cunningham, et al.

Comments: This program was previously reviewed in NCTQ’s 2006 national reading study. Although 
missing data prevented calculation of an overall score, the program then, as now, did not ad-
equately address the science of reading. 

 

iii. teacher preparation in mathematics  

areas of weakness: Coursework lacks depth and does not cover essential topics. Instruction in 
geometry is particularly weak.

remedy: Additional coursework with better focus and textbooks.
textbooks: mathematics for elementary Teachers: A Conceptual Approach (7th ed) by Albert b. 

bennett, Jr. and l. Ted Nelson
Comments: our rating is for preparation to teach elementary mathematics only. This program 

does not offer preparation adequate for mathematics instruction in grades 7 and 8.
 elementary mathematics methods receive inadequate attention in two courses that covers 

methods for multiple subjects at both the elementary and middle school level. 

iv. exit standards        

Comments: The inadequacy of New mexico’s Content knowledge Assessment for elementary 
teachers (which serves as New mexico’s licensing test) means that the teacher preparation program 
does not verify that teacher candidates know content at a depth adequate for instruction.
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ratings:  meets standard    Nearly meets standard    partly meets standard    meets a small part of standard   
  fails to meet standard   ? Cannot be determined   Na Not applicable

western New mexico university

accreditation: Ncate 3 teac  None 

Number of elementary teachers produced: 13 (8th highest in state)
data are from 2007-08, the most recent available from the National Center for education statistics.

opportunities for institution to respond: Correspondence: April 8, 2009; August 4, 2009; August 13, 2009
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appeNdix a: ratiNgS For required textS — readiNg

  Number of courses 
author title in which text is read  rating

Blevins, Wiley Teaching Phonics and Word Study In The  1 Acceptable supplemental
 Intermediate Grades: A Complete SourceBook 

Brisk, Maria Estela;  Literacy and Bilingualism: A Handbook for 1 Not acceptable
Harrington, Margaret M. ALL Teachers (2nd ed)  supplemental

Coles, Gerald Reading the Naked Truth: Literacy, Legislation,  1 Not acceptable 
 and Lies  supplemental

Cunningham, Patricia M.;  The Teacher’s Guide to the Four Blocks: A Multimethod, 1 Not acceptable core
Hall, Dorothy P.;  Multilevel Framework for Grades 1-3
Sigmon, Cheryl M. 

Flint, Amy Seely Literate Lives: Teaching Reading and Writing in  1 Not acceptable core
 Elementary Classrooms 

Fountas, Irene C.;  Guiding Readers and Writers, Grades 3 - 6: Teaching  2 Not acceptable core
Pinnell, Gay Su Comprehension, Genre, and Content Literacy

Fox, Barbara J. Word Identification Strategies: Building Phonics into  1 Acceptable supplemental
 a Classroom Reading Program (4th ed) 

Galda, Lee; Cullinan,  Literature and the Child (6th ed) 1 Not relevant
Bernice E. 

Heilman, Arthur W.;  Principles and Practices of Teaching Reading (10th ed) 2 Not acceptable core
Blair, Timothy R.;  
Rupley, William H. 

Hurley, Sandra Rollins;  Literacy Assessment of Second-Language Learners 1 Not acceptable
Tinajero, Josefina Villamil   supplemental

Johns, Jerry L. Basic Reading Inventory: Pre-Primer Through Grade  1 Not acceptable
 Twelve and Early Literacy Assessments (9th ed)  supplemental

Johns, Jerry L.;  Improving Reading: Strategies and Resources (4th ed) 1 Acceptable supplemental
Lenski, Susan Davis   

Perrin, Robert Pocket Guide to APA Style (2nd ed) 2 Not relevant

Pike, Kathy;  Making Nonfiction and Other Informational Texts  1 Not relevant
Mumper, Jean Come Alive: A Practical Approach to Reading, Writing, 
 and Using Nonfiction and Other Informational Texts  
 Across the Curriculum

Rubin, Dorothy Teaching Elementary Language Arts: A Balanced  1 Not acceptable core
 Approach (6th ed) 

Tompkins, Gail E. Literacy for the 21st Century: A Balanced 3 Not acceptable core
 Approach (4th ed) 

Tunnell, Michael O.;  Children’s Literature Database: A Resource for Teachers,  1 Not relevant
Jacobs, James S.;  Parents, and Media Specialists (3rd ed)
Darigan, Daniel (Eds.) 

Vacca, Jo Anne L.;  Reading and Learning to Read (6th ed) 1 Not acceptable core
Vacca, Richard T.;  
Gove, Mary K.; Burkey,  
Linda C.; Lenhart, Lisa A.;  
McKeon, Christine A. 
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  Number of courses 
author title in which text is read  rating

various EDUC 330: Teaching of Reading Packet 1 Acceptable core

various EDUC 331L: Teaching Reading in Elementary  1 Not acceptable core
 School Packet 

Walker, Barbara J. Diagnostic Teaching of Reading: Techniques for  1 Not acceptable
 Instruction and Assessment (6th ed)  supplemental

Zarrillo, James Teaching Elementary Social Studies: Principles and  1 Not relevant
 Applications (3rd ed) 

Zentella, Ana Celia Building on Strengths: Language and Literacy in  1 Not relevant
 Latino Families And Communities  

other acceptable core textS uSed iN other StateS
author(s) title

Birsh, Judith R. Multisensory Teaching of Basic Language Skills (2nd ed)*

Carnine, Douglas W.;  Teaching Struggling and At-Risk Readers: A Direct Instruction Approach*
Silbert, Jerry;  
Kame’enui, Edward J.;  
Tarver, Sara G.;  
Jungjohann, Kathleen 

Cooper, J. David;  Literacy Assessment: Helping Teachers Plan Instruction (3rd ed)
Kiger, Nancy D. 

Gillet, Jean Wallace;  Understanding Reading Problems: Assessment and Instruction (7th ed)
Temple, Charles;  
Crawford, Alan

Graves, Michael F.;  Teaching Reading in the 21st Century (4th ed)
Juel, Connie;  
Graves, Bonnie B.  

Gunning, Thomas G. Assessing and Correcting Reading and Writing Difficulties (3rd ed)

Gunning, Thomas G. Creating Literacy Instruction for All Students (6th ed, 7th ed)

Shanker, James L.;  Locating and Correcting Reading Difficulties (9th ed)
Ekwall, Eldon E.

Books marked with an asterisk (*) are core textbooks that have been used in reviewed special education courses only.
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appeNdix b: ratiNgS For required textS —  
eleMeNtary coNteNt MatheMaticS

textbook ScoreS

The followINg TAble summArIzes The sCores of All TexTbooks used IN New mexICo’s uNder-
grAduATe TeACher prepArATIoN progrAms. The Two lAsT lINes (hIghlIghTed) of The TAble show 
The rATINgs of Two reCommeNded TexTbooks ThAT Are NoT used IN The sTATe.

 NuMberS &    data aNalySiS total
 operatioNS algebra geoMetry  & probability Score
 (54 poINTs  (39 poINTs (54 poINTs (19 poINTs (166 poINTs
author aNd textbook possIble) possIble) possIble) possIble) possIble)

beckmann 541 29 48 19 150
mAThemATICs for elemeNTAry  
TeAChers  

bennett, Nelson  33 15 (deficient) 41 19 108
mAThemATICs for elemeNTAry  
TeAChers: A CoNCepTuAl  
ApproACh 

musser, burger, peterson 45 16 (deficient) 45 19 125
mAThemATICs for elemeNTAry  
TeAChers: A CoNTemporAry  
ApproACh

billstein, libeskind, lott 35 381 50 19 142
A problem solvINg ApproACh  
To mAThemATICs for elemeNTAry  
sChool TeAChers 

parker, baldridge 541 24 54 19 151
elemeNTAry mAThemATICs  
for TeAChers ANd elemeNTAry 
geomeTry for TeAChers

1 Appendix D of our national report on mathematics preparation comments extensively on the indicated section of this  
textbook.
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appeNdix c: coMMeNtS FroM New Mexico  
teacher preparatioN prograMS

we solICITed CommeNTs from All eIghT prepArATIoN progrAms evAluATed IN ThIs sTudy. Two 
progrAms respoNded ANd TheIr CommeNTs Are fouNd below: 

New Mexico State uNiverSity

The teacher education programs in the College of Education at New Mexico State University are na-
tionally accredited by the National Council of Accreditation for Teacher Education (NCATE). In fact, 
the teacher education programs have been accredited by NCATE since 1961. The graduates of our 
teacher education programs are highly sought out by school districts within New Mexico as well as by 
school districts across the nation. Our unique cultural context enables our students and graduates to be 
highly qualified to work with the increasingly diverse student population that reflects our state as well 
as the nation’s diverse student body. 

The students admitted to the Teacher Education Program at the end of their sophomore year have a 3.15 
GPA, while program graduates average between 3.20 and 3.35 GPA. Elementary Education majors 
take 6 hours of math content (soon to be 9 hours) and 12 hours of science content courses. Addition-
ally 25 to 30 percent of our elementary majors select math and or science as their teaching field which 
requires 24 hours of course work in each of those areas. 

The pass rate on the New Mexico Teacher Assessments (three assessments covering basic skills, con-
tent knowledge, and teacher competency) for teacher licensure for our education graduates is 93 – 95 
percent. Ten years of principal surveys indicate 93 to 100 percent satisfaction with the teaching field 
knowledge of education graduates. Our follow up surveys with graduates who are now teaching also 
indicate a 95 percent satisfaction with their preparation in teaching field knowledge.

A more recent survey with principals that focused on math and literacy satisfaction from recent employ-
ers was reviewed. Principals who recently employed NMSU graduates indicated that 87 percent of 
principals surveyed believed that NMSU graduates were prepared to teach reading and 86 percent felt 
that NMSU graduates were prepared to teach mathematics. 

the uNiverSity oF New Mexico

A foundational emphasis of the Elementary Education Program at the University of New Mexico is 
strong disciplinary and pedagogical knowledge in the content fields of mathematics and reading. Within 
the preparation courses, students take nine hours of mathematics in the Department of Mathematics 
and a three-hour mathematics methods course in the Elementary Education Program, all focused on 
teaching culturally and linguistically diverse student populations in grades K-8. Students also take four 
reading methods courses during the professional education component of their program with a similar 
focus on the needs of diverse student populations. All methods courses are taught in connection with 
field experiences in order to allow for application of what students are learning in school classrooms. 
The courses are configured to build pre-service teachers’ knowledge and skills over time in a coherent 
design of content and pedagogy. On the whole, in the areas of mathematics and reading our program 
exceeds the state requirements for licensure. 
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NatioNal couNcil oN teacher quality 
1420 New York Avenue, Suite 800 
Washington, D.C. 20005 
Tel: 202 393-0020  Fax: 202 478-0838  Web: www.nctq.org

The National Council on Teacher Quality advocates for reforms in a broad range of teacher policies at the federal, state and 
local levels in order to increase the number of effective teachers.

Subscribe to NCTQ’s free monthly electronic newsletter, Teacher Quality Bulletin, (www.nctq.org/p/tqb/subscribe.jsp), 
to stay abreast of trends in federal, state, and local teacher policies and the events that help to shape them.  


